Step Up Lighting and Furniture:
⚫ Unbreakable,
⚫ Easy Clean,
⚫ Eye Catching &
⚫ Durable
Product Lineups are available Today.
If you only have time to read one page in this binder, this one sums it all up

Our products are unbreakable when someone accidentally dropped it, compare to Real Marble-Stone.
Super Aesthetics: Eye catching Design like Marble Effect is visible at the day light and in the Dark.
Easy Clean:
It is a smooth, non-porous surface that won’t harbor any bacteria, mold, mildew, liquid and dirt. It makes our
product a more hygienic alternative. It is Ultra-Low Maintenance: Just Cleaning with regular method.
Durability:
It is built to withstand all four seasons and a range of climates.
Simple, low maintenance = more time to relax
Our product is enough to resist rotting, splintering, peeling, and chipping for years, no matter what the weather.
It’s made with UV-resistant finishing to prevent color loss and requires little maintenance.
Unbrekable:
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Our Concept
✓ HW® Cute Design Products are made from
➜ man-made Polyethylene,
➜ innovated and Mimic the natural beauty of Marble-Stone on the Polyethylene

✓ It’s a man-made product, but, it’s practically impossible to tell the difference.
Because, HW® Cute Design Product, in particular, delivers surfaces with an appearance so
similar to natural Marble-Stone that looks just like the real marble-Stone characteristic coloration
and veining.

✓ No repetition in patterns, each piece is unique pattern.

✓ If you love the look of Marble-Stone but you want
➜ Easy Maintenance,
➜ Unbreakable and
➜ durable long-lasting products,
we have an answer for you.
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About us
The idea of HW® Cute Design Product born through a green
concept to protect our nature.
We were looking long time to have
✓ Super Aesthetic,
✓Eye Catching,
✓Natural looking Translucent,
✓Unbreakable,
✓Easy Clean,
✓Lightweight,
✓Durable Material look like Natural-Stone
✓But made from Environmentally friendly &
Renewable Green,
✓100% Recyclable source rather Natural Marble-Stone
and others.
Finally, we found, HW® Cute Design Green Concept.
It was great idea to have Endless Material look like real marble-Stone but made from 100% Recyclable Polyethylene.
Our Green idea Born in Japan and produced in the TURKEY

The Mission
We do not damage the Nature, Forest and Mountains to get Marble-stone to produce our products.
As it is our concept “HW® Cute Design Product is made from man-made Polyethylene,
innovated and Mimic the natural beauty of Marble-Stone on the Polyethylene”.
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HW® Cute Design Facts
Green
✓
✓
✓
✓

100% recyclable Material: polyethylene
Sustainable
Endless Material: polyethylene
At the end of its life cycle, turns into plastic powder and it gives life to a new item.

Unbreakable
✓ Our products are unbreakable when someone accidentally dropped it, compare to Real MarbleStone. Cracking and fragile resistance.

Super Aesthetic & Beautiful Looking
✓ Visible Aesthetic and beauty at the day light and in the dark
✓ Eye catching Natural Marble-Stone Effect
➜ It’s practically impossible to tell the difference, looks just like the real marble-Stone which
has Characteristic coloration and veining
✓ Each product is a unique work of art
➜ Features a variety of unique variegated color / veining and non-repeating patterns for a natural appearance
✓ Highest quality Material, Design & finishing
✓ Consistency in very products
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Easy Clean
✓ It’s a smooth, non-porous surface that won’t harbor any bacteria, mold, mildew and Liquid on the
product’s itself.
✓ It is resistance to accumulation of dirt on the surface.
✓ It makes our product a more hygienic alternative.
✓ It is Ultra-Low Maintenance: Just Cleaning with regular dry or wet soft cloth.
(Please ask us.)

Durability
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Built to withstand all four seasons and a range of climates
Simple, low maintenance = more time to relax
Resist rotting, splintering, peeling, and chipping for years at all weather
Termite & Insect resistance
Disease free
It’s made with UV-resistant finishing to prevent color loss and requires little maintenance
Can count on it to last through the years with very little maintenance required to keep it looking like
new.

Translucent for back illumination
✓ Natural Marble-Stone is a metamorphic rock that comes in wide color range like white, black, grey, red, pink and blue etc. …
but all are not translucent like Onyx Marble Stone.
✓ HW® Cute Design can mimic the natural beauty of all kind of Marble-Stone on the Polyethylene Including onyx marble
with translucent property.
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Healthy
✓ Toxic free,
✓ Food Contact Friendly
✓ Made of Food Grade Polyethylene Material

Lightweight to Carry & Move
✓ Easy to move & carry compare real Stone-Marble.
✓ Lighter weights can reduce fatigue
✓ Fuel Efficiency: Require less fuel for transportation
making them more environmentally friendly

Flexible Custom-made design
✓ Ability to make custom made products and design.
✓ Can mimic the natural beauty of all kind of
Marble-Stone and other design on the Polyethylene
✓ With translucent property.

Unique
✓ It is First & Unique of its kind in the World
✓ We’re leading our industry toward better and unique
innovated products
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Know your Options : Natural Marble-Stone
Marble is a natural stone that has been formed below the earth's surface for millions of years. Marble is composed of calcium
carbonate, and, gets its colour variations due to impurities found within the earth. Marble is quarried in many countries. It is unique in
that no two pieces are ever exactly same due to natural variations in the stone. Natural veins occur when there is a different mineralogical
composition and create contrast in the stone that many designers and homeowners are attracted to.
Marble is timeless as it is an expression of nature; authentic and individual where the flaws of nature are expressed and celebrated.

You may have the followings:
⇨ Non-Environmental/Sustainable source
⇄ Damage the nature and Mountains
⇨ Easy Break /Cracking
⇨ Heavy to carry and move
⇨ All Marble are not Translucent except Onyx Marble
⇨ Limited Shape and Size
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HW® Cute Design vs. Ordinary Products
Features
Super Aesthetic &
Beautiful Looking
Unbreakable

Green /
Sustainable
Easy Clean

High Durability

Translucent for
back illumination

HW® Cute Design
Product
Eye Catching Marbled
Finishing
Products are unbreakable
when someone accidentally
dropped them.
100% recyclable Material

It is Ultra-Low
Maintenance: Just Cleaning
easy & regular method.
Built to withstand all four
seasons and a range of
climates
Yes

Natural
Marble/Stone

Ordinary Polyethylene
product

HW® Cute Design Advantage

Nice

Poor/Cheap looking

Poor

unbreakable

Eye catching Natural Marble-Stone
Looking
Unbreakable product

No

Yes

Poor

Accumulation of dirt on the
surface.

Poor

UV Make Color fading and
Yellowish and brittle to
cracking

Only Onyx
Marble

Only Natural

At the end of its life cycle, turns into
plastic powder and it gives life to new
items.
It makes our product a more hygienic
alternative.
It’s made with UV-resistant finishing
to prevent color loss and requires little
maintenance
We can mimic the natural beauty of
all kind of Marble-Stone on the
Polyethylene Including onyx marble
with translucent property.
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Features
Lightweight to
Carry & Move

HW® Cute Design
Product
Light

Natural
Marble/Stone

Ordinary Polyethylene
product

HW® Cute Design Advantage

Heavy

Light
Accumulation of dirt on the
surface.

Easy to move & carry compare real
Stone-Marble.
It’s a smooth, non-porous surface that
won’t harbor any bacteria, mold,
mildew liquid and dirt.
Can mimic the natural beauty of all
kind of Marble-Stone and other
custom-made design on the
Polyethylene
We’re leading our industry toward
better and unique innovated products

Healthy

Yes

Accumulation of
dirt on the
surface.

Flexible Custommade design

Available

Limited due
Poor Design due to Single
Fragile and Heavy Colors

Unique

It is First & Unique of its
kind in the World

Common

Common
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HW® Cute Design Mechanical Properties
Features

HW® Cute Design

Composition

Marbled Polyethylene
Rotational Moulding
Linear Low-Density Polyethylene (LLDPE)
Glossy and Matte Finishing (Customer Choice)
Seamless / Solid
Power supply with cordless and cord /IR Remote Control
RGB+W LED & single White LED System

Production Process
Material
Surface Finish
Product
Optional Accessories

Features

Test Method

HW® Cute Design

Density

ASTM D 1505 a 23°C
ASTM D 2240Shore D

0.935 g/cm3
55
-40°C to +80°C

Surface Hardness:
Resistance Temperature

HW® Cute Design Maintenance & Cleaning
Heat Source
Cleaning

Keep the products away from excessive heat source
Clean products with a damp cloth and neutral liquid detergent diluted with
water
Avoiding the use of abrasive cleaner
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